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Over-The-Horizon Radar
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Photograph of the Chesapeak Bay Detachment of the Na- periments followed. The NRL "'Music" 26MHz radar sa

val Research Laboratory (NRL) taken in 1961, showing the signals from the Nevada Test Site. A 10 to 15 MHz antenna i
powerful radar equipment. This was an important facility at Patuxent NAS. Maryland. saw signals fronm Cape
in developing techniques and transmitting signals in the early Canaveral missile launches. Now 30 years later, with the
days of Over-the-Horizon (0TH) radar. advent of better signal processing techniques. 0TH radars

In the Mid 1950's. while reading of German WWIl cc- are used to track aircraft and ships. and to monitor the o.cean
tromagnetic hackscatter measurements in the high frequency' environment, all at ranges of thousands of miles. Both the
radio spectrum. Dr. Sidney Reed of the Office of Naval Re- US and USSR are txlay making massive investments in 0TH ,A',
search realized that perturbations in the ionosphere might radars. -'.
also give useful backscatter signals. Two quick ONR ex- d, ,,','
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Rear Admiral
John R. Wilson, Jr., USN
Chief of Naval Research

RADM Wilson, a native of Glendale, California, enlisted He then acted as Director of Logistics and Security -

in the Navy in 1950. Subsequently entering the Naval Assistance, U.S. Pacific Command, and in Jul), 1984, assum- "

Academy, he received his commission in 1955 and was ed command of the Pacific Missile Test Center. At the Naval
designated a naval aviator in October 1956. Promoted to Rear Air Systems Command he served as Director, Air Launched

SAdmiral in December 1986, he became the 16th Chief of Naval Guided Missile Branch. Deputy Assistant Commander for
)Research (CNR) in September 1987. Navy Ranges and Field Activity Management, and in

His first sea duty assignments were with Fighter November 1986, became Assistant Commander for Systems
Squadrons VF- 112 and VF-53 deployed to the Far East in and Engineering, the position held prior to becoming CNR. ,
USS 77conderoga. After a tour as Aide and Flag Lieutenant A veteran of over 4,500 hours in 104 diffeient aircraft,
to Commander, Carrier Division Four, he served as Opera- RADM Wilson has made more than 1.000 carrier arrested
tions Officer of VF-14, making deployments to Vietnam landings. He was the first pilot to fire all four air-to-air•
and the Mediterranean. In 1970, he became Executive Of- weapons from the F- 14 Tomcat fighter and the onl, pilot to ._
icer of VF- 142, and commanded the -GHOSTRIDERS" fire six missiles simultaneously against six separate targets...,,
from April 1971 to May 1972, completing his second combat As CNR. RADM Wilson oversees the Oft-ice of Naval f. '
tour to Vietnam. RADM Wilson assumed command of Car- Research, the Office of Naval Technology. the CNR field .,"
rier Air Wing 14 during the first deployment of the F-14 laboratories and facilities in Washington. D.C.. California and ,.
and, S-3A and participated in the final operations of the Mississippi. and numerous support activities, including .
Vietnam action. He later commanded the replenishment ship science liaison offices in Tokyo and London.
USS Kansas City and then became Commander. Service RADM Wilson iN a graduate of the Na~al Test PilotJ"c,'--
Squadron Three. School and the Armed Forces Staff College, He is, a ,

RADM Wilson's shore tours have included two designated Aeronautical Engineering Spcialist and Material ,,
assignments at the Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Professional \%ith a M.S. in sy,teni, management. His, militar-\ .
Maryland, and the Pacific Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, decorations include 20 personal decorations. three unit cita- ". .
California, where he headed the Joint Evaluation Team for tions, anti 13 ,,ervce niedals •
the prosecution of the weapon systems and guided missile RADM Wilson iN married to the lornier ('oinni Dale
trials of the F- 14A/Phoenix. In his second tour of duty on of Wheat Ridge. Colorado. The\ ha~e four c.hildreni: Skip.--,'
the Staff, Naval Air Forces, Pacific Fleet, he served as Chief Robin. Bill and Julie.
of Staff and was selected to the rank of Commodlore in 1981. i
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Message From Rear Admiral
John R. Wilson, Jr., USN

As I assume my new duties as the 16th Chief of Naval
Research. I look forward to the exciting challenges and ac-
complishments that lie ahead. I believe the Office of the Chief
of Naval Research is a superb staff of highly motivated
specialists in science, technology, contracts, controllership,
patents and other support functions. The scientific research
accomplishments of our organization are evident in the many
advanced Navy systems in the Fleet today and a reputation %
created through years of imaginative research by the most
eminent scientific talent throughout the country.

A former Vice President of General Motors, the late
Charles F. Kettering, described basic research as "something,
that if you don't do it until you have to, it's too late" For 41
years, the Chiefs of Naval Research and their staff insured
that when our Navy needed "it, we had it. Basic research
is fundamental to our strength as a Navy and as a nation.
The Navy today is a tribute to the foresight of those who have %
served before me in providing that basic research. How well
we are able to meet an increasingly capable threat in the future
will be a measure of the continued commitment and vision
of those who serve today. Together we will carry out the man-
date of the Office of the Chief of Naval Research.
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FUTURE
CF

BRAIN
AND

INFORMATION
RESARCH

By Leon N. Cooper
Brown University

Dr. Leon C'oopers article is based onl a lecture he ~
presented at the s 'mnposium honoring the 40th anniversary,
If the 0111cc o Na val Research. Man v readers wil11 recognize
Dr. Cooper as the scientist who in /972 shared the Nobel
Prize with Drs. Jo/hn Bardeen and J. Robert Schriefter for
his work onl the atomic basisofuprndtit.Inc,
the two electrons Mena arc linked to.('ther and act as a singleS
particle to help achieve the pheniomnonoprdcti vit S

have been dubbed "cper pairn.
WhY did a theoretical phY.Sicist become in volved in? a

discipline ais "soft as neurccsci e'Dr. Cooper believes that
some oft/h' most interesting~ and trac table ques tions Jhat re- r .P
11ain in1S sI ence cenlter aroold the abilfiecs oft/u', hunliat /brain
to acquire. store, and retrieve cuhirmation. /ie has .%it(
"e'ssfilu/v devoted the Icist tell Nears of hcs prc ffcssional fi-
to theste pre c/cmci. nucc cc c4 that 1),. Coop c~er desc-ribes inl

his paper stems froc cocllaborath c A'rewcarch ict Browcun Um ci-
scv ndunecfo ca crs throuch anl ()C\R .ccclecratc'c%

Research initiatie oil Ic-arnin c and mnici Dc.Ir. Cccpc-i \

contributicn et pitic s t c tin oc ivrc /icc t - S tc- ut ic/csc l ic r

rcs cclrc / that ()XR ctif l c niiuc to suppocit in, the- futurtic

Joel L Dacvcis J~

Th /',i c cj / Scciccc e~ N c Olt ccc - ( ),%R

% % *. Id
4: %' %, 
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It is an honor as well as a great pleasure to have the op- jects with easily foreseeable results with support to those peo-

portunity to participate in this 40th anniversary celebration, pie from whom great new ideas may reasonably be expected
Since its inception the Office of Naval Research has been to come and to young investigators so they have a chance
extraordinarily influential in shaping and sustaining this coun- to get started.
try's scientific research. Regarded in this light. I can say. without the exaggera-

Predicting the future, as we all know, is risky. Predic- tion that is permitted on occasions such as this. that the re-
ting the consequences of scientific research is downright haz- search investments of the Office of Naval Research have been
ardous. What may be most predictable about the benefits of extraordinary. Calculated on the basis of economic return
scientific research is its unpredictability. There are certain (if naval officers were not so selfless) you would be very
projects that should clearly be supported. Among these, in rich indeed. S%

the immediate past. one would certainly list lasers and super- The day may be past when Felix Bloch was able to ob-
conductors; and the Office of Naval Research has been tam ONR support for his early work in nuclear magnetic res-
heavily involved in the support of such projects. But who onance with a one sentence proposal to do solid state re-
in the 1930"s would have predicted that among the conse- search. And one cannot ever day have an ONR technical
quences of the uncertasnty principle would be transistors, report that later becomes Fritz London's first volume on
silicon chips. and all of the vast array of solid state devices superfluids. Not every project can result in inventions such
on which all modern computers depend!? Or that among the as Jay Forrester's magnetic core memory or have among its
consequences of superconductors would be sensitive detec- spin-offs companies such as Digital Equipment Corporation
tors of magnetic fields iow carried on many naval ships. (If that (as of 1981 ) had already paid over six hundred million
some had this vision, I was not among them in 1957.) Or. dollars in taxes (the total government investment in the Whirl-
in the late 19th century, that among the consequences of the wind Priect was 17.4 million dollars).
research of Maxwell. Lorentz and Einstein, would be all that
we call modern communication: radio, radar. etc'? But such are the difficult-to-foresee benefits of scien-

In times of budget deficits and great cost consciousness tific research conducted by scientists motivated to succeed.

there is a tendency to become very conservative, to weigh allowed to follow what appear to them the most fruitful direc-

immediate and foreseeable gains against money spent. But tions. and unburdened by excessive management. I believe

if rigid budgetary criteria had been applied in the past. Ae that one of the reasons for its proud record is that the Office

might today be much the poorer. of Naval Research has understood very well that a research
scientist is like the captain of a ship. To become either. a

In 1887 Edward Bellamy (looking backward from difficult path must be travelled. But once there, to be effec-
the Utopia he was visiting) wrote: tive, both must have the best men and material and must be

given freedom of maneuver on the firing line without cx-

• . . if we could have devised an arrangement for pro- cessive bureaucratic control.
viding everybody with music in their homes, perfect MN main task today is to discuss the current status of
in quality, unlimited in quantity, suited to every moKd. work on the brain and make some guesses as to what the
and beginning and ceasing at will, we should have con- future holds for this field. I would like to present a briefsum- ,M

sidered the limit of human felicity already attained, and mary of some recent theoretical and experimental results . _
ceased to strive for further improvements, related to plasticity in visual cortex, and presumablN related

to the changes that take place in the nervous system when
Imagine that Her Majesty's Royal Bureau of Marine Re- learning occurs and Ahen memorN is stored. Much of this •

search had adopted the goal of music in the average work has been done at Brown UniversitN supported b% the
Englishman's home as their criterion for the support of re- ONR Special Focus Program on Learning and Memorx. ,.
search. It would have been difficult for even the most in- More important than the details. I hope to convince you that
genious program officer to justify continued funding of Max- what is being presented pro% ides us with a language in which
well. Lorentz or Einstein. What money was available questions concerning memorN and learning can be discussed
(budgets being very tight) would likely have been poured \.ith clarit, and precision
into the development of existing technology. As a result of That most intriguing aspect of human memor\ its per-I

%

this program our museums might now display a mar\elous sistence in spite of continual loss of individual neurons o\ er
proliferation of music boxes or piano players. the lifetiimie of the individual has led nan, workers to the

As we all know. the problem of how to allocate limited concept of distributed mniemor\. - For a
research funds is not an easy one. There is no simple rec- distributed nmenor\ (nore like a hologram than a photograph I "% .
ipe. A recent ONR report. Return on hne mient in Ba.si possesses in a xcrv natural wAa\ the propertN of relative in-
Research, (Bruce S. Old Associates, Inc.. Concord, ,ulnerabilitt to the loss ot storage units: indi\ ,dual nenior.,
Massachusetts. November 1981 ) suggests that such lunds be sites hold superimposed intormation concerning man\ exent s
regarded as investment rather than support. It then follow s In order to obtain a single cxent, inlormation mutvst be
that, as for other investments, we must reserve some por- gathered from man\ sites. Loss of indi, idual units decreases,,
tion for the longer term. We must balance suppoirt for pro- signal to-noise ratios but does not lose items of informatioii.
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Further, in contrast to modern computers that perform The actual synaptic connections between one neuron and
large numbers of sequential operations very rapidly and very another are generally complex and redundant: we have
accurately. the central nervous system works slowly and idealized the network by replacing this multiplicity of
probably not with enormous accuracy on the level of in- synapses between axons and dendrites by a single ideal junc-
dividual units, with cycle times that cannot be shorter than tion which summarizes logically the effect of all of the synap-
a few milliseconds. However we can make complex deci- tic contacts between the incoming axon branches from neuron
sions in small parts of a second. This suggests very strongly j in the F bank and the dendrites of the outgoing neuron i
that there is much parallel processing in the brain-an idea in the G bank (Figure 2). ("i

that is almost obvious on inspection of a component such ,___-_
as the retina. Figure 2

It is now commonly thought that the synaptic junction An ideal synaptic junction.
may be a means to store information (memory. for exam-
pie) as well as to transmit it from neuron to neuron. Large f -"

networks of neurons connected to other neurons via
modifiable synaptic junctions provide the physiological
substrate for the distributed parallel systems discussed here 7

(Figure 1).

Figure 1 -

An Ideal Distributed Mapping. Each of the N Input neurons
in F is connected to each of the N output neurons in G by %
a single ideal junction (Only the connections to I are G B A K %
drawn).

G F
-- - Although the firing rate of a neuron depends in a corn-

K . "/'" plex and nonlinear fashion on the presi naptic potentials. there
2 ----------- - 2 is usually a reasonably well-defined linear region in ,which

some very interesting network properties are alreadN e% ident. P. ,
We therefore focus our attention on the region abose thresh-

* ..>• * old and below saturation for which the firing rate of neuron
i in G. g,. is mapped from the firing ratl, of all of the

/ (.neurons f, in F b :

*g,=Y ATI II ,,

j=l

In doing this we are regarding as imporlant a\eragc fir-
N N ing rates, and time averages of the instantaneous signals in

a neuron (or perhaps a small population of neurons) We are
further using the known integratisc properties (i neuron"

We may then regard IA,,] (the s\naptic strength, oft the
N2 ideal junctions) as a matrix or a mapping \,\hich takes
us from a vector in the F space to one in the 6, space This,
maps the neural activities f=f1 . t: t\) in the F spwe,
into the neural activities g=(g,. g) in the G ,pace
and can be written in the compact form %

g=AfI 2 15:,.",

It has been sho\%n that the non-tical mappingA . an ,TrAc
in a highl\ precise fashion as a memor\ that is (ontent ad-
dres.,able and in ws hich logic' is a tcsult oM asso, t and

an outcome of the nature of the niem,ir\ itsclt
The N- junction,. A . contain the .ntlnent ) thc

distributed memor, It Cou!d be that ai parti,ular JLun.t 1 %

strength, A_. is conposed ot sc eral dL.feret ciflpMnCnl, %

6 x. ,

P. .5. r 41. F P . or1 2Po



with different lifetimes thought of as corresponding to dif- In order that this take place, information must be com-
ferent physiological or anatomical effects (e.g., changes in municated from, for example, the axon hillock to the synaptic
numbers of presynaptic vesicles, changes in numbers of junction to be modified. This implies the existence of a means
postsynaptic receptors, changes in Ca" * levels and/or of internal communication of information within a neuron-in
availability, anatomical changes such as might occur in the above example, in a direction opposite to the flow of elec-
growth or shrinkage of spines). We then have the possibility trical signals. 5 The junction ij, for example, must have in-
that the actual memory content (even in the absence of addi- formation of the firing rate fj (which is locally available) as
tional learning) will vary with time. For a two-component well as the firing rate g,. which is somewhat removed (Fig-
system we might have: ure 3). One possibility could be that the integrated electrical

signals from the dendrites produce a chemical or electrical
Att)=A,,( (t)+A,1 ho m (t). (3) response in the cell body which controls the spiking rate of

the axon and at the same time communicates (by backward
where A,,(t) represents the memory at some time t. while spiking, for example) to the dendrite ends the information
A kd

o
ng and A,,'hi have long and short lifetimes. Thus in of the integrated slow potential.

time AIlhort , will decay, leaving A,,(t)=A,,1Ing1. Whether .'
what is in the short-term memory component is transferred Figure 3"',to the long-term component might be determined by some Two Point Modifcation.

global signal. depending on the interest of the information ___._
contained in the short-term component.

From this point of view the site of long and short-term
memory can be essentially identical. At any given time there
is a single memory. The distinction between long and short-
term miemory is contained in the lifetime of the different com-
ponents of A, .J

We now ask how a mapping of the type A might be put
into the network. The ijth element of A.

c ~.. 4)IN FORMAT) ON FLOW

- SIGNAL FLOW
is a weighted sum over the j components of all mapped signals ,__ _%_ _
f' and the i components of the responses gO appropriate for a

recollection or association. Such a form could be obtained •
by additions with each input f and output g to the element The discussion above leads to a central issue: what is .,

Al: the principle of local organization that, acting in a large net-
work, can produce the observed complex behavior of higher

dA1 '-g, fl. (5) mental processes? There is no need to assume that such a
mechanism-believed to involve synaptic modification-

This dA,, is proportional to the product of the dif- operates in exactly the same manner in all parts of the ner-
ferences between the actual and the spontaneous firing rates vous system or in all animals. However. one would hope .

in the pre and postsynaptic neurons i and j. [This is one that certain fundamental similarities exist so that a detailed
realization of Hebb's form of synaptic modification.t ] The analysis of the properties of this mechanism in ore prepara-

addition of such changes to A for all associations g" × f, tion would lead to some conclusions that are generall% ap- .,a

results finally in a mapping with the properties discussed in plicable. We are interested in visual cortex because the vast
the previous section. amount of experimental work done in this area of the brain -

Synaptic modification dependent on inputs alone, of the particularly area 17 of cat and monkeV-strongl3 indicate
type already directly observed in Aplysia.2 is sufficient to that one is observing a process of synaptic modification
construct a simple memory - one that distinguishes what has dependent on the information locally and globall. a\ ailable
been seen from what has not. but does not easily separate to the cortical cells. "..
one input from another. To construct a mapping of the form Experimental work of the last generation, beginning with
above. howcer. requires synaptic modification dependent the path-breaking work of Hubel and Wiesel. . '' has

on inforiation that exists at different places on the neuron shown that there exist cells in visual cortex (areas 17, 18.

membrane: what ,kc call two-(or higher-)point modification, and 19) of the adult cat that respond in a precise and hlghl\ %
tuned fashion to external patterns-in particular bars or edges
of given orientation and moving in a given direction, Much
further work has been taken to indicate that the number and
response characteristics of such cortical cells can be

7...
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modified._ 3. 1'. 5 It has been observed, in particular, that We do not claim and it is not necessary that all neurons
the relative number of cortical cells that are highly specific in visual cortex be so modifiable. Nor is it necessar, that
in their response to visual patterns varies in a very striking modifiable neurons are especially important in producing the
way with the visual experience of the animal during the architecture of visual cortex. It is our hope that the general
critical period. ' ', form of modifiability we require to construct distributed map-

Most kittens first open their eves at th,- end of the first pings manifests itself for at least some cells of visual cortex
week after birth. It is not eas\ to assess whether or not that are accessible to experiment. We thus make the conser-
orientation-selective cells exist at that time in striate cortex: vative assumption that biological mechanisms, once estab-
few cells are visually responsive and the response's lished, will manifest themselves in more or less similar forms
main characteristics are generally "sluggishness" and in different regions. If this is the case. modifiable individual
"'fatiguability." However. it is quite generally agreed that as neurons in visual cortex can provide evidence for such
soon as cortical cells are reliably visually stimulated (e.g.. modification more generally.
at 2 weeks), some are orientation selective, whatever the Cortical neurons receive afferents from man\ sources.
previous visual experience of the animal. . . 2 In visual cortex (layer 4. for example), the principle afferents

Orientation sclectix ity develops and extends to all vis- are those from the lateral geniculate nucleus and from other
ual cells in area 17 if the animal is reared, and behaves freely, cortical neurons. This leads to a complex netwxork that vwe
in a normal visual en\ ironment (NR): complete "'specifica- have analyzed in several stages.
tion- and normal t,InOcularit\ (about 80% of responsive cells) In the first stage we consider a single neuron , ith inputs
are reached at about 6 ,weeks of age. " Howcver. if the ani- from both eyes (Figure 4).
mal is reared in total darkness from birth to the age ot6
weeks (DR). none cr feA orientation-selective cells are then Figure 4
recorded (from 0 to 15 "; depending on the authors and theA od,"Ne-o
classification criteriat: howxever. the distribution of ocular A Model Neuron , .
dominance seems unaffected. . 1".1 s. [Q, 2 In animals
whose evelids have been sutured at birth, and which are thus m" .f
binocularl, deprived of pattern vision (BD). a somewhat
higher proportion (from 12 to 5V/, of the visually excitable . .
cells) are still orientation-selective at 6 weeks (and even
beyond 24 months of age) and the proportion of binocular
cells is less thai normal.2 2 2. 25

Of all visual deprivation paradigms. putting one eve in ,

a competitive advantage over the other has probably the most
striking consequences. If monocular lid-suture (MD) is per- - S
formed during a -critical" period (ranging from about 3 weeks
to about 12 weeks) . -ere is a rapid loss of binocularity to
the profit of the open eye.-2 2 At this stage. opening the
closed ee and closing the experienced one may result in a
complete reversal of ocular domninance. 2 A disruption of
binocularit, that does not favor one of the eyes lay be oh- "'"";
tained, for example. b, provoking an artifical strabismus 1 c t
or by. an alternating monocular occlusion, which Lives both . d'. m . m' are inputs and s. naptic bunctions
e~es an equal amount of visual stimulation.-"

2 In \hat from left and right eves. The output of this neuron in the %
follows, we call this uncorrelated rearing iUR). linear region) can be x ritten: %

These results seem to us to provide direct evidence for ." (
the modi fiabilitv of the response of single cells in the cortex cflP d +m' d'. .'
of a higher mammal according to its visual experience. 0
Depending on whether or not patterned visual inforrmation This means that the neuron iirin rate in the linear re-
is part of the animal's experience, the specificity of the re- gion) is the sum of the input, t i t the left c\c multiplicd

sponse of cortical neurons \,aries \% idel-y. Specificitv increases by the appropriate left-ee ,, naptic \seights, pius the nput,
\, ith normal patterned experience. Deprived of normal pat- from the right e\e muliplied h\ the appropriate rihit-e\ C
terned inlormation (dark-reared or lid-sutured at birth, for snaptic \ eights. Ihus the neuron integrate, ,qenal t iou-
cxample) specificit% decreases. Further. ecen a short cx- the left and right ees.
posure to patterned information after six wxeeks of dark-
rearing can rcxersc the loss of speciticit\ and produce an
almost n nral distribution of cells.

11 - P,

p ~ ~ ~ d~. ~ %

%n~. , % J" P. -
-A -Xc J



According to the theory presented bN Bienenstock. What is of particular significance is the change of sign '
Cooper and Munro (1982. BCM)'0 these synaptic weights of at the modification threshold. Ox. and ihe non-linear
modifv as a function of local and global variables. To il- variation of EN w ith the average output of the cell c. In a .. ,
lustrate we consider the synaptic weight. simple situation: %

Its change in time. n,. is given below:

h,=F(d,. . . m, :dk . . .. c . .. : X.Y.Z). (7)
The occurrence of negatie and positive regions for %

Here variables such as d . . . in, are designated local. drie, the cell to selectiv it in a 'normal' environlnent. This
These represent information (such as the incoming signal. is so because the response of the cell is diminished to those
d. and the strength of the synaptic junction. i,) a ailable patterns for Ahich the output. c. is belox threshold "
locally at the s vnaptic junction. i,. Variables such as negati c while the response is enhanced to tho .e patterns
d... c are des;,,nated quasi-local. These represent in- for which the output. c. is above threshold ( positive). The
formation (such the firing rate .f the cell, or dk. the non-linear \ariation of the threshold xwith the average out-incomiing signal to another synantic jun, ion) that is not put of' the cell. c. places the threshold so that it eventualh,

locall, axailable to the junction n but is physically con- separates one pattern from all of the rest. Further it provides
nected to the junction by the cell bod% itself-thus the stabilit', properties of the system.
necessitating some form of internal communication between A detailed anah skif the consequences of this form of'
various parts of the cell and its synaptic junctions. Variables modification is gixen in BCM. The results (as modified in
such as c (the time averaged output of the cell) are averaged the network analsis outlined next) are in general agreement
local or quasi-local variables. Global variables are designated with what we might call classical experiments of the last
X.Y.Z . . . These latter represent information (e.g. pres- generation. Neurons in normal (patterned) environments %
ence or absence of neurotransmitters such as norepinephrine become selective and binocular. In various deprived en-
or the averace actixitv of large numbers of cortical cells) that vironments (e.g. monocular or binocular deprivation) the
is present in a similar fashion for all or a laree number of theoretical behavior folloxxs the experimental results.
cortical neurons (distinguished from local or quasi-local To better confront these ideas x ith experiment the single
,ariables presumabl\ carr. inc detailed information that n-ar.,. discussed above must be placed in a netxxork xxith
varies from synapse (o s. napse). anatomical and ph. siologica! features ot the region of in-

In a form relevant to this discussion. BCM modifica- terest. For visual cortex this ,,uccests a netxxork in ,xhich
tion car, be written: inhibitory and excitator\ cells receix e input from the lateral "- %

geniculate nucleus (LGN) and from each other. A simplified
in ,=0c.c: xY.Z . . .)d, (8) form of such a netxxork. a first-order representation of the

anatomny and ph.siolog\ of lax er IV of cat x istial corte\ (Fic-
so that the j" synaptic unction. i,. changes its \alue in time ure 6) has been studied bx Scofield and Cooper..
as a function of quasi-local and time-ax eraged quasi-local In a netxork ceneraliuation of Eq (6). xke xxrite:
variables. c and c. as \ell as global xariablcs X.Y.Z. through % %
the function. ,. and a function of the local x ariable d. The C,=11 " &1' d !-1 . I 10
crucial function. . ix showvn in Ficure 5.

,,"here I, are the intracirtical connectioi.
Figure 5S_
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Analvsis by Scofield and Cooper of the network along
- - Figure 7

lines similar to that of the single cell analysis described above
shows that under proper conditions on the intracortical Progression of development of Setectioty and Ocular

synapses. the cells converge to states of maximum slectivity Dominance

with respect to the environment formed by the geniculate
signals. Their conclusions are therefore similar to those of C P E I C-C 0
BCM with explicit further statements concerning the indepen-
dent effects of excitatory and inhibitory neurons on selec- A%-_.--
tivit, and ocular dominance. For example, shutting off in-
hibitor cells lessens selectivity and alters ocular dominance.
The inhibitory cells may be selective but there is no
theoretical necessit" that thev be so. _

A mean field approximation to the above network shows
that if the average effect of intracortical connections results 0
in inhibition of individual cells, then in monocular depriva- IN T' L
tion. the geniculocortical synapses to the cell will converge %
to non-zero states that give, as the result of stimulation of
the closed eye. total responses that are zero. 32 However, the
fict that the geniculocortical states are non-zero means that C EN .-
the removal of cortical inhibition through the chemical block- 0
ing of inhibitory synapses would uncover responses from
previously non-responsive cells. rhis result is in accord with
the experimental observation of 'masked synapses' after the
removal of the inhibitory effects of GABA with the block-
ing agent bicuculline.

33. -
'

An unexpected consequence of this theory is a connec-
tion bet\&een selectivity and ocular dominance. The analysis 0
given in BCM and extended in the mean field network theor IyN T E R -D - -

shows that in monocular deprivation, non-preferred inputs
presented to the open eve are a necessary part of the sup-
pression of deprived eve responses. It follows that the more !OPN CLrOSE: . e

selective the cell is to the open eye (increasing the probability
of non-prefeired inputs) the more the closed eve will be
driven to zero. thus increasing the dominance of the open %
eve (Fieure 7a).

For an experimental test of these ideas it is important
to determine what happens during the ocular dominance shift c0-
produced by monocular deprivation. An experiment in which ,
monocular experience follows a period of dark rearing has
been performed by Saul and Daniels (1986). Their results FNAZ 0
confirm the expected correlation between ocular dominance
and selectivity (Figure 7b.
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Figure 7b will be minimal response of GABAergic neurons to sensor\
v t tdeprivation. This hypothesis has been put to test in a recent

Average left eye 2 versus right eye Selectivity and 3

Monocular Experience series of experiments.
To examine the distribution of GABAergic synapses.,

So Bear et. al. immunocytochemically localized GAD in sec-
tions of striate cortex. 37 While immunocytochemistrn is not
a quantitative measure, they reasoned that changes restricted
to deprived ocular dominance zones should be readily

40" detected with this method. As a quantitative estimate of
' 7-GABAergic synapse density. they- biochemically measured

GAD activity in homogenates of striate cortex.
30- They found no evidence for a change in the distribution

AVERAG C of GAD-positive puncta in 12 unilaterally enucleated kittens.
7- The band of layer IV puncta remained uniform even though

the periods of monocular deprivation examined would all be
sufficient to cause a physiological ocular dominance shift in
striate cortex. GAD immunoreactivity was unchanged even
under conditions that produced alterations in the level of the

To- [metabolic erzyme, cytochrome oxidase. Measurements of
GAD activity showed no consistent or significant difference
between either the binocular segments of enucleated and con-

0 0 0 7GR trol kittens, or the monocular segments of enucleated animals.
1- 24- -8- - 0- MOOCULAR ETERTE N This conclusion is in striking agreement with network

C 7N SPIKES SEC SQUARE MONOCULAR EPERENCE IN 0US analysis which, as mentioned above, suggests that inhibitory A"
synapses are much less modified by experience than ex-
citatory synapses. In addition to its implications for the 'site
of learning' such a hypothesis leads to important simplifica-

One of the consequences of the network theory discussed tions in the analysis of complex networks.
above is that experimental results that have been obtained One of the most exciting of present projects is that of
in visual cortex over the last generation can be explained trying to find a molecular basis for synaptic modification.
primarily by modification of lateral geniculate (LGN) to cor- A molecular model for the BCM form of modification based
tex synapses with minimum changes among intra-cortical on NMDA receptors has beet. proposed. In this model the
synapses. Thus the possibility is opened that most learning BCM modification threshold is identified with the voltage-
takes place in the LGN synapses. This somewhat surprising dependent unblocking of the NMDA receptor channels. A
result has as one consequence the possibility of great consequence of this identification is the requirement that the
simplification in the analysis of network modification. voltage dependence must vary depending on the history of

An alternate hypothesis that has been considered for the cell activity.
some time is that intracortical synapses bear heavy respon-
sibility for modification in cortical circuitry during learn-
ing. (See, for example, Rauschecker and Singer,
reference 35). In particular, it has been suggested that ocular
dominance shifts in monocular deprivation are due to in-
creased activity of GABAergic neurons, the open eye
supressing the closed. Sillito documented in normal cats that
visually unresponsive cells may be "unmasked" by ion-
tophoretic bicuculline. 36 Thus, it is not unreasonable to
speculate that many of the unresponsive cells in visually
deprived kittens are being suppressed. Together. these data
suggest as a possible hypothesis that in kitten striate cortex
the GABAergic neurons respond to sensory deprivation by
forming new synapses. This hypothesis implies that the den-
sity or strength of GABAergic synapses will increase in zones
of cortex that are deprived of a normal thalamic input: in
the case of monocular deprivation, these zones correspond
to the closed-eye ocular dominance columns and to the
monocular segment contralateral to the deprived eye. On the
other hand, the theory described above suggests that there
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Stated in this language man} questions become of ob- And now that you are holding firmly to our wallets.
Vious interest. Among these: How long does it take to ad- I will predict that just as the 20th century is famous for its
just to a new average firing rate'? What does the molecular automobiles, airplanes and computers, the 21st century will
model saN about the interaction of various neural transmit- be the century' of intelligent machines. They will be produced
ters? Can we connect those cells that mlif-N Aith those acted initiall\ as electronic duplications of models we will develop
on by modulators? (e.g.. if inhibitor\ cells modif\ less. per- of how the brain functions and will no doubt progress rapidl}
haps the\ are less acted on b\ modulators') Do the same rules beyond that. Such systems wilt become the inevitable accom-
appl, in the deelopmental period as appl\ to reorgani/a- pan\ ment of what we toda, call computers and will eken-
tion in adults? tuall\ dominate these machines. The\ will become as ubi-

You have been sufficienth% warned about the haiards (i quitous as computers -- in homes, offices. airplanes. and na\ al
making predictions: now. I will venture to sa\ a few words ships.
about the future. Imagine first that the problem of how, the In addition. I confidentiall\ predict that the Office of
brain functions and organi/es information has been solved. Na al Research will be in the forefront of these
What wkould the consequences be? There would clearly be de'elopmcnts- both for contributions to the Na\s of the
medical applications, possible means for treatment and future as well as to continue its proud record of in\estment
amelioration of \arious physiological and psxchological in scientific research
disorders. Also there would be new means for information
processing - organization of computers. We could cry. likel\ B iog rap h
duplicate electronicallN the information processing functions Biography
so that we would have a\ailable to us. machines that wkould See Pro~files in Science on page 14.
share our abilit. to learn and that could duplicate our pro-
cesses o1 reasoning. Such devices would become standard
coptments of what we ar call computers.

I would guess that this would occur board b, board-a IfrneReferences egradual encroachment of intelligent components into con, en- -s
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Leon N. Cooper
Dr. Leon N. Cooper is the Thomas J. Watson, Sr., Pro- of such a pair includes a bound state. In the presence of an

fessor of Science and the co-director of the Center for Neural attractive interaction, electrons near the Fermi surface could
Science at Brown University where he has been on the faculty therefore form bound pairs (now known as Cooper pairs).
since 1958. For many years, he has been overseeing, as prin- Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer next constructed a wave
cipal investigator, programs funded by the Office of Naval function involving the cooperative motion of large numbers
Research. beginning in the 1950's with research in the field of particles, in which the Cooper pairs could freely scatter
of superconductivity to his current work in the realm of the while obeying the exclusion principle. From this work de-
central nervous system. In this issue on page 3. the article veloped the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory, which
by Professor Cooper. "Future of Brain and Information Re- explained successfully all the remarkable properties of super-
search," describes some of his recent research. conductors and also stimulated extensive theoretical and ex-

Cooper worked with J. Bardeen and J. R. Schrieffer to perimental research in superconductivity.
develop a microscopic theory of superconductivity, which In recent years, in addition to his work in theoretical
they put forth in 1957. For this work, the three were awarded physics. Cooper is actively working in developing a theory
the Nobel Prize in physics in 1972. of the central nervous system function. His particular interest

In 1955. Bardeen invited Cooper, whose earlier train- is the means by which neuron modification can lead to the
ing and experience had been in field theory and nuclear organization of distributed memories and the means by which
physics, to join him and Schrieffer in working out a theory central nervous system theory can be confronted by ex-
of superconductivity. Cooper studied the behavior of a many- periments on the visual cortex.
electron system interacting. For technical reasons, he focused Professor Cooper is a member of the National Academ.
his attention on two electrons at a time. Cooper showed that of Sciences, a Fellow of the American Physical Society. and
even for an extremely weak interaction, the energy spectrum a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
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o @ n Q Introduction
Marginal Ice Zones (MIZ) exist where polar and tem-

1@ [perate ocean zones meet and an ice-edge exists as a perma-
'/7 *nent, highly variable, geophysical boundary. A boundary,

&I unique due to the complex vertical and horizontal air-sea-
ice interactions that occur in the MIZ, it moves as much as
600 kn north and south during each annual cycle. Improved
modeling and better prediction of ice-edge position, ice con-
centration and ice type would be a major step in expanding
man's activities in this frontier region; activities such as
mineral exploration and development, seaborne commerce.

by Dean A. Horn, better fishing, environmental monitoring and naval opera-

Office of Naval Research tions. Further, if mesoscale physical processes in the MIZ
are more accurately parameterized for inclusion in the large
scale models, the result will be a major aid in improving
hemispherical climatological studies. Therefore. the overall
objective of MIZEX is to gain a better understanding of the

MIZEX (Marginal Ice Zone Experiment), a multi- mesoscale physical and biological processes by which ice.
national, interdisciplinary study of the Arctic environment, ocean and atmosphere interact in the area of the ice
has the overall goal to better understand the mesoscale in- edge1 , 2. The Fram Strait region, between Svalbard and
teraction of ice, ocean, and atmosphere at the polar margin. Greenland, was chosen for MIZEX East (Figure 1) because
Winter MIZEX is the natural extension of the successful most of the heat and water exchange between the Arctic
1983-84 Summer programs and this paper presents an over- Ocean and the rest of the world is through this strait.

Iview of the MIZEX 87 operations, March 19 to April 13,
1987. Figure I

Principal scientific areas studied were: oceanography,
meteorology, remote sensing, ice and waves, acoustics, and MIZEX East Research Area.
biology. Operations benefitted greatly from SAR imagery,
downlinked daily. in near real-time, directly from SAR air- GREENLAND SEA

of all the data acquired during MIZEX 87, indicate that 7/I 3

knowledge of the Arctic environment will expand
significantly when all the data are evaluated. 7 .. ,-. ,S1,$,,,1,

GREENLAND CIJRE

{A MAYEN CIRCULATION \
WIN MIMI 1IG 121

Summer experiments began with MIZEX 83. a limited
scale operation, in June 1983. MIZEX 84. the full-scale sum-
mer experiment in May-July, is the largest coordinated, in-
ternational Arctic research program yet conducted in the
MIZ. A comprehensive report of the principal scientific
results achieved by MIZEX 83 and 84 was prepared b% the
MIZEX Group and published in EOS. June 1986 . MIZEX
data, research reports and journal articles are being filed in
the National Snow and Ice Data Center tNSIDCi. Boulder.
Colorado (telephone: 303-492-51711. The MIZEX holding"
index, available from NSIDC, is also posted and updated

Paper presented at Oceans 87 Conference and Exposition, September 1987. quarterly on the OMNET Telemail MIZEX Bullein Board
Halifax. Noa Scotia. Canada. sponsored by the Marine Technolog\ SoctetN
and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
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Objectives and Strategy Figure 2 -6
MIZEX 87 Operations Oe-.,e.,,

Framn Strait Winter MI/EX %%as based on the need.,_-__ _______

demnonstrated by Summer MI7E\ operations. to understand
the oeean-atmnosphe ric- ice processes responsible tor the ad- D.,0 .

vance of the winter ice edge, and the cft't'(s on acoustics 40
and elect romag netic remnote sensing. under dramnaticallk dif-
ferent conditions than in sumnmer. Atmospheric interactions..
ice growth. and surface gra% itN w&aes are miost intense fromn$..s~.*
about December to April. AnnualIl.the upper ocean reaches
its fully developed winter state about Mlarch. For this reason
and for logistic and da~i ght cons ide rat ions. NIl/EN 87 wAas /

conducted miid-March' to mnid-April. Primar\ goals (2) of
MIZEX 87 \%ere to:.

El Exercise and verit\ the remiote-sensing capabilities for /

real-time detection and trackine Of winter ice-ocean ..

eddies: -

[11 Provide the first comiprehensive data set on the oceanog- 1
raph% of' the x\ inter MI! %ial for ocean and acoustic
modeling,-

Ei Pro\vide the first data on important meteorological ques-
tions and surface atmospheric boiindar\ conditions in the
Winter MWZ: Figure 3

Li2 Provide a unioue data set on ice and surface grav it va ae
interactions in %kinter: NOAA 9 March 28 imrage. MIZEX 87 OP area C

FLI Provide amrbient noise data:' and
UJ Obtaini a unique data set on biological activitN of the wkin-

ter MI!. and \kith the onset of light.

Field Program
Description of the Experiment

Tbe Framn Strait operating area for Winter MIZEX 87%
(Fig~ure 2) extended along the ice-edge fromn about 75 0N to

79N and 50 Wk to 5'E. This was augmented by coordinated
deep oceanographic sections across Framn Strait fromn the
Ss~albard shelf to about W0E and ending with a two day in-
\estigation of the Barents Sea Ml! betsxeen the south tip of
S~albard and Bear Island. The NOAA 9 satellite image of
the Frain Strait area for 28 Mlarch (Figure 3). shows typical .

ice and Aeather conditions, experienced generally throughout
the MI/EN 87 operation.
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Winter MIZEN 87 Operations (Figure 4). conducted bet- The MvI/EX 87 Field Organization (Figure 5) "as under
ween March 19 and April 13. consisted of' three research the oserall coordination of* 0) Mi ohannessen. Director.
ships. one helicopter, three fixed-wing aircraft and 62 scien- Nansen C'enter. 1'nscrsitN of* Bergen. ssho IA as also Chief
tists and technicians f'rom Canada, German Federal Republic. Scientist on POLAR CIRC LE Field coordinator tor aircraft
Norway. United Kingdom and the United State,,. NIV \A.as R A SZhuchmian. En% ironniental Resecarch Institute of
POLAR CIRCLE. a chartered ice-strengthened mnotor ship Michigan ERlM). also onhoar-d POLAR CIRCLE Chief
provided the required ice breaking capabilit\ and Support Scientisi on HAAKON MOSBY \Aas Iohnn\ A Johannessen.
helicopter f'Or in-ice research covering oceanographN. eddl\ Senior Scientist. Nansen Ccenter. Bergen. and on
studies, remote sensing, meteorology. ice ph,'sics. ikce VALDIVIA. Detlel Quadlasel. IEM. lini\Crsitx of H-ami-
dynamics. meteorology and acoustics. RV HAAKON burg. To assist field operations. tw~o shorebased coordina-
MOSBY. Univ ersitN of Bergen's open wvater research \ essel. tion support ceniers \Aere established; one fin Tromso at the
carried out coordinated programs in oceanography . edd\ Norwsegian Satellite Telemelr\ Station under D).A. Horn.
studies. biology and meteorology complementar\ to the in-ice MI/EX Esecutixe Officer. and one in Long~earb~en.
projects onbw iard POLAR CIRCLE. RV VALDI VIA, 1!ner- Svalbard under B. Burns. FRINM. The function of these sup-
sit\ of Ham burg's open water research vessel carried out pro- port centers "~as to pro% ide dail% communications. ice nme-
grams of* large scale, deep water occanographN. hiologx and ment reports. weather f'orecasts. ice-edee forecast, aircraft
meteorolog - Three fixed-wing aircraft supported the sur- flight plans. ARGOS buo\ positions. and general logistic
face projects with a total of 31 overflights. STAR I or 2 In- support,
tera, CalaarN . Canada) carried Sv'nthetic Aperture Radar For Nil/EN 87. teleta\ Sia satellite telephone, ship to
(SAR) wsith direct, real-time dow nlink to POLAR CIRCLE. shore and landline. \x as the most effectise and reliable means,
The STARs flew~ one or tswo missions ever\ day from 28 to communicate and relax data. especiall\ charts or sketches.
March to It) April. A NRL P-3, carr.\ing Passise e.g. flight plans. ice edge charts. and v.eather patterns for
Microwave Imager (PMI). meteorological and photographic the OP Area. Logistic support for MiIZEX 87 \&a,, efficientls
instrumentation. flew six missions providing extensi% e. con- coordinated by A. Heiberg. Polar Science Center (PSC).
current coverage with the SAR studies. A RNAF P-3 flews UnisersitN of' Washington. w~ith all scientific and support
three mtissions supporting oceanographic and acoustic studies equipmient successf'ullN routed in and out of' Bergen and
in both the Frain Strait and Barents Sea. Tromnso. ats required.

Figure 4 Figure 5
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Principal Operations rate of helo flying with only one operating day curtailed dueto icing. Likewise. fog was not a problem. During these field

Ship positions, with sequential points of research foci operations, helo flying averaged three plus hours, day, slightly
and transition (Figure 2). summarize MIZEX 87 activities, more than was flown during MIZEX 83 or 84. and this unex-,
POLAR CIRCLE (circled letters) arrived a the ice-edge on pectedly high usage rate was of great benefit to all projects.
25 March (A) and began a mesoscale stud, of the MIZ in. Similarly, weather in Northern Norway grounded the
conjunction with HAAKON MOSBY (lettered boxes). Both NRL P-3. due to snow, only once. In Svalbard. the STAR
ships proceeded northward along the ice edge to about aircraft were able to fly everyday. Most fortunately. ship
79 'N. arriving on 27 March (B). A large eddy field, con- and helo icing were not the problems that they had been ex-
sisting of a vortex pair, one cyclonic and one anti-cyclonic, pected to be.
was found and fully documented by oceanographic data ob- The unanimous opinion of the Field Coordinator, the
tained by the ships and by SAR imagery. On ' March, platform Chief Scientists and all participants was that Win-
POLAR CIRCLE (B) moored to an ice floe. deployed all ter MIZEX attained all planned objectives because favorable eN-
ARGOS buoys and began a remote sensing, ice characteriza- weather and sea conditions permitted operating ever day.
tion drift period to 4 April (C). A second edd\ field %as Every project acquired important data, more than had been
found and again fully documented oceanographically and expected for this first Winter MIZEX,
with intensive SAR studies of both the ocean and ice features. e
This stud) t,.rminated on 8 April (D) and POLAR CIRCLE SAR Remote Sensing "
proceeded to the Barents Sea MIZ (E) for a two day. sur-
face and remote sensing investigation of the area. Meantime. MIZEX 87 was the first international MIZ experiment
HAAKON MOSBY continued studies of the MIZ (C,D). having daily SAR coverage with direct downlink to the ships
thoroughly investigating off-ice oceanographic, meteor- in the field (Figure 6). The SAR system. with its high resolu- - -

ological and biological features of the area. HAAKON tion. clarity of image and virtual real-time availability, proved
MOSBY departed the OP Area on 9 April and returned to to be the most important and effective operational tool for .

Tromso with POLAR CIRCLE on 12 April. planning and executing MIZEX 87 field investigations.

R V VALDIVIA (numbered triangles) started her first The power and capability of SAR as a scientific instru-

oceanographic transect off the coast of Norway on 17 March ment were equally well demonstrated by the enormous vol-

and proceeded northward past Bear Island to the south tip ume of data recorded. Effectively imaging even piece of •
of Sard ice, there are hundreds of millions of tracers in ever\ rec-ofSalbard (2). Then operating with MIZEX. VALDIVIA or.TuSRwileaersachstomputl\%fld
made the first of three deep ocean transects across the Fram ord. Thus, SAR will enable researchers to map out flow fields ..,
Strait (3-4. 5-6. and 7-8). At the end of the third transect, and to make detailed streamline studies of the MIZ. These A.
a three dtsedata will require thorough and careful study to discover and '--atreday, intensive Coastal Oceans Dynamics Radar flyass h motn nweg curddrn IE
(CODAR) study was carried out. Throughout the cruise. full assess the important knowledge acquired during MIZEX"

VALDIVIA conducted continuous meteorological studies and preliminar\., field assessment of a portion of the
biological investigations consistent with the oceanographic data alread} shows that:
program. VALDIVIA called Tromso on 4 April to off-load
MIZEX personnel. then sailed for Hamburg the same daN. - SAR can delineate multi-year ice, first year ice and many .,

stages of young ice.
Operating o SAR can detect the surface expression of edd\ fields bth

Conditions in the open ocean and the ice pack.

Operating conditions throughout the experiment were E: SAR. detecting ocean waves, can followk them about 100
ter, fatorable. HeavN weather occurred along the 75 'N par- km into the ice pack. SAR wave observations were con-
allel seteral times during MIZEX operations ,xith 50 knot firmed by wave riders, pitch and roll buoys, and ice floe
\kinds and 35 foot seas on at least two occasions; first, dur- accelerometers.
ing POLAR CIRCLE and HAAKON MOSBY's March E SAR imagery shows internal \ave features in the open
22-23 transit, and second, during VALDIVIA's third ocean and under the ice pack which were documented
transect (7-8). While %wind intensit, and direction in the OP by in situ investigations.
Area varied widely, much to the satisfaction of the I SAR data mapped an ocean polar front in the Barents Sea.
meteorologists, slow moving high pressure centers omer This front was documented by POLAR CIRCLE and
North Greenland. kept the MIZEX OP Area relativel\ clear. HAAKON MOSBY including meteorological instablit.

For MI/EN 8"7. helicopter operations \ere scheduled studies across the front
ver, consertattelt wAith safet, foremost because, hat ing
onls one helo. there was no immediate air rescue capahiht%
and lacking pre\ bus experience, icing and tweather tAere
critical unknowns. Mahe b\, chance hut experienced Ar-,
tic fliers maintain March-April i., a good operating period.
the fav.orable weather during 87 MIZEX permitted a high '
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Flgure 6a
Synthetic Apertu~re Radar (SAR) imagery of sea ice in the
B~arenits Sea uff the coast of Svalbard (Image courtesy c0'
the Enviwronmental Researchi Institute of Michigan)
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Oceanography Meteorology
The mesoscale oceanographic studies of the MIZ along Meteorological studies "ere conducted throughout the

the ice-edge conducted by POLAR CIRCLE and HAAKON field operations. Multiple. coordinated rawindsonde launches
MOSBY will provide crucial data for comparative studies wsere made by each ship. four to six times e\er, da,. Ship
of the winter and summer en, ironment. Perhaps of most mounted instrumentation and SODAR on 14AAKoN
significant are two intensive eddy investigations which found MOSBY produced an extensi\e set of near surface data.

that eddies exist in vortex pairs, one cyclonic and one These data \%ill be augmented by high altitude data acquired
anticyclonic. First interpretation is that these eddies are by instrumentation onboard NRL P-3. Initiail indications
topographically generated. The vortex pairs were doc- from all data are that an unstable boundary laer condition
umented using current temperature density (CTD) measure- existed off the ice-edge during the MIZEX 87 operation,,.
ment device, drifting ARGOS buoys and current meters.
During MIZEX 83 and 84, observations only dealt with the Ice
cyclonic portion due to the quick ice melting in an Ic
anticyclonic eddy. It is expected that MIZEX 87 eddy studies Ice and sno\\ properties were sampled at torts locationsS
will produce important, new information about shelf ofn 32 individual floes in the Frain Strait and Barents Sea.
dynamics. Ice sampling, by coring each location, pro\ ided core

Extensive. off-ice oceanographic studies by HAAKON measurements of temperature. salinity. densit\ and ice struc-
MOSBY discovered an interesting, chimney-like, feature. ture. Brine and air volumes will be calculated from these

This chimney contained the warmest, most saline water yet values. Thick core section samples were prepared and %
found in an eddy structure. Water under the pancake ice. returned to Cold Regions Research Engineering Laborator
at depths of 150-200 m, was over 3' C, while the shallow (CRREL). Hanover. New Hampshire. where detailed struc-
surface layer was as cold as -1.9' C. Salinity of the warm tural, optical and bubble distribution measurements will be
water was near 35 parts/thousand. CTD stations in the area. made. Snow properties, measured in snow pits at man\ sites.

but not directly in the chimney. showed a very weak ther- include depth, evidence of layering. density. grain size and
mocline in the chimney: a strong indication of the initiation grain shape. In situ optical properties of the ice \Aere

of convection, according to Chief Scientist J. A. Johannessen measured at many locations: incident and reflected radiation
(4). The area was extensively mapped using SeaSoar and just above the ice and snow surface: transmitted light just 0
detailed data analysis must be made to fully' evaluate this beneath the ice. The measurements were made at tie fre-

finding. quencies. Ice and snow properties, determined in conjunc-
Oceanographers on VALDIVIA reported an excellent tion with active and passive microwave measurements. \Aere

cruise, with only one station affected by foul weather. Due coordinated with other researchers on POLAR CIRCLE.
to the ice-edge location. VALDIVIA revisited every These data will also provide ground truth for airborne SAR

oceanographic station made during Summer MIZEX 84. and passive microwave instrument (PMI) data.

Researchers have thus acquired a complete data comparison
for summer and winter conditions. Detailed study of the data Acoustics
is required before the full significance of results are known.

Ambient noise studies were carried out bs an RNAF
P-3 during three flights, two in the East Frani Strait, one
in the Barents Sea. Large numbers of Sonabuoy s. dropped
in precise patterns by the RNAF P-3. vsere supplemented
by helo deployments in the conipact ice-edge reions
Simultaneous with these acoustic in\estigations. SAR. kas\c.
meteorological and oceanographic variable,, ,erc doc
umented. These data will enable researchers to stud\ the
acoustic signals recorded h the RNAF P- 3 to determine
what geophysical processes are the principal generators of "
ambient noise in the Arctic MIZ.
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ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH AT THE
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As oe o th smlles fild ctiitis of(heChif (f N- tins.senorsand"capn s stms nd o inproe tchn- 0

p Asin oe the lomal eiold andite oa hemiChiefNa- ashons. Exrsandle iancld vte a tOpraetichnal-
sal Rarch. the anava Eniomnaprediction tcnqe:adopreplach Gulor terocesing dtm speri Prnduiliction Sot en-l %
Fail eitgan eEPR fui eser uiqe mionr eteriting the sP Nronmenta stliedan uporic Mofel Useedth Freeitns
realffec, (insa irneeacTe msson tate epn t1 uEPRias OccanE rsare Cefort tansitio to sora-in
is RFi to: C onduct research ddevlmn directeditosed tinrane odu t e pliedictinl foe, beohN aFloat ndi r.
povdn at ohect la re io nalth ank akd b\ba en s i"on ashor i E ale include1_ thc isNa ispeat:intal

mission statement to determine ens ironmiental effects onl site repositor\ for command and control. a.nd tatcldcci -
\skeapon s~stemns. si(or aid c Omputer softss are. the Tactical Ens ironirental Sulp

The goals, of the Facilit\ are: to imipros e the qualit\ of port S\ stern rESS 3n). a nes mnaior acquisition proicct be-
forecasting techniques and products asailable to the Fleet. ino dcselk'ped as an automated approach to the anal sis and
to increase the Na% N's knoss ledge of' the ens ironmients in forecasino oit ent ironmental paramecters in a ship-boaird eni-
\khich it opcrates. to deselop techniques for assessinv the s ronment. ind the Nsas Tactical Application,, Guides \,o hi~ h
effects of atmospheric conditions on ship and air platforms pros ide insikght into the utilization of satellite datai in s arions
and on shipboard. airborne and landbased naa AcoinrUnica- regions of the ssorld.
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History The Command
In October 1950. the Bureau of Aeronautics established NEPRF is a tenant acti\ It\ of the Na\al Postoraduate

Project AROWA (Applied Research in Operational Weather School I NPS. and is located in four buildings at the NPS
Analysis) at the Na~al Air Station. Norfolk, Virginia. This Annex. The Fleet Numerical Oceanograph.\ Center (FNOC).
project was the weather research component of the Fleet a maior user of NEPRF products. is also at the Annex.
Weather Center, Norfolk. It was redesignated the Weather Among NEPRF's major equipment Items are a readout
Research Facility. Norfolk in October. 1957. The En- antenna tor stretched Geostationar\ Operational Enironnen-
vironmental Prediction Research Facilit, (EPRF) \&as tal Satelhite data: a Concurrent Model 326() computcr: Data
established in May, 1971. and moved from Norfolk to its General M%-400() and ECLIPSE minicomputers
present location in Monterey. California. In April 1972. Pro- HP-9020. HP-9845. and Zenith 120 and 248 micro-
ject FAMOS (Fleet Applications of Meteorological Obser- computers and a Heurikon s stern. These s stemns. along \,% ith
vations from Satellites) was merged with EPRF. which was substantial time a\ailable on FNOC-ots ned Control Data 0
renamed the Naval Environmental Prediction Research Corportation CYBER 175. 855 and 800 main frames in-
Facility (NEPRF) in September. 1975. The most recent eluding a CYBER 205 \ector super-computeri. are used for
organizational change was the transfer of NEPRF from the the development of faster and more accurate long and short
Naval Air Systems Command to the Chief of Naval Research range atmospheric forecasting algorithms tailored to Na\ .
in May 1985 (see Figure 1). operational requirements. NEPRF operates a Aide range of,

other facilities in support of its research mission including
Figuro 1 a satellite digital data laboratory, meteorological laboratorN.,
Com"ao Rear orsnps electronic maintenance shop. photographic laborator\. and

graphics shop. all of which are staffed b, highly skilled Na\.
enlisted personnel. The FacilitN also maintains a Technical

SItEnTA11 or LibrarN \A hich serves the researchers' need for environmen-
THE UAVVt 

/  tal literature such as technical reports. reference books, text-
NAA OPtATN books, programming documents and scientific journals in the

1 fields of meteorolog. , atmospheric physics, air-sea interac-
tion. and other related sciences and technologies.

CHIEF OF NAVAL RESEARC;H NAVAL CEAiNOGRAPH

C ON NAN-- Personnel

The Commanding Officer of NEPRF is CDR Manuel
r - NAVAL . [ NOST ACTIVITY r' NANItmAL T G. Salinas. U'SN who is assisted b\ the Technical Director. %,*NS AV ALiMOS CoTITY FLCETANWIIA C I B. ino -ENVIRONMNTAL P (OICTION - nAVAL POSTGCAOUAT. Dr. John B. Hovermale. i supervising the R&D efforts of

ESEARCHFACILITY L SCO elesen militar\ and 53 civihan personnel. Sonic unique
features regarding personnel are that approximatel\ half of'
the civilians have Master or Doctoral degrees. and that all -
six of the naval officers are in the Restricted Line. Special 0
Dut Oceanograph. branch.

NEPRF has three research departments: Numerical
Modeling. Weather Anal\sis and Forecast. and Na\al War-
fare Support. Their areas of geoph\ sical research range from
the air-sea interface through the earth's atmospheric boun- ,.
dar, laser to the !o\ker stratosphere. In addition, there is a 0
Support Department. Computational Support Di\i sion. a
TESS(31 Project Support Team, and an Inteprated Satellite
Data Base (ISI)B Project Support Team (sec Figure 2)
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Figure 2The Office of Nasal Research (ONRi Linisersits Re-0

Fiur 2 search Initiative (URI) is an ongo ing 6. 1 program wkhich has
,EP _ __LL~ a Congressionally approved research vrant for the next fse

years to r topics of interest to the D~epartment of Defense.
NEPRFsN role in the URI program is to interact .k ith thle
uiv ersities involv ed, and act in an ds rsor capacit\ ss ih
those universities conducting research direcils related to
onvoini: kkork at NEPRF. As advisor. NEPRF assists in the
transition of technoloLcy and know ledue trom (6. 1 Basic Re-

- search into the 6.2 and 6.3 research areas. Tsko tiRI par-
- - ~ticipants are Penns\ania State L'nisersit\ antd Scripps In-KK

stitution of Oceanography, the ti'niversitN of California. San
Diego. Penn State is conductino miodelineo studies, and field

- experiments using ground based remlote sensors to under-
stand the esolution of the, PBL. The sensors can rcseal
detailed vertical structure in the atmosphere . .Scripps, is con-
ducting experimlents in the atmlosphere-ocean interface, us-
ing models to determine the dominant ph\ssical processes in-
fluencing miesoscale ocean variability. A joint experient

Progranm W ork to be conducted between the tso unisersitics and NEf-PRF
is planned for 1989. The purpose of thc experiment is to
nieasure a fully 3-dimiensional PBL. A~.hich inclJudes, thc at-

NEPRE is% a full scr\ ice Researh and Developmrent miosphere. ocean, and air-sea interface.
*facilit . Initiating programs in Explorator\ Development NEPRF also participates in a unique Lunisersit\ program

(o2 hn hou oA-acd(.) nier sponsored by the National Center for Atmiospheric ReseCarch
ini- (641 and Supp, I to Operational Systemns (6.6). and (NCAR). The purpose of the NCAR project is, the ilprose-
finalls into operational implementation. The Facilits eto lblaa'i oeig ftoi:lr,,111 01

A-it th mentr ot itsba analysie modelingit ofnt troica rcion-i
tacots the wbordkas of it nouertf ith pratsacn ture fields. Ness techniques and procedures in both solmx ie

tracs t a boadbas of nivrsitespriate eserch and diaunostics are being utiliied to assess Lcph\ sical rcla-
establishments and other L,,vernment laboratories. inhpintsglblaki.

Thc research performed bs the various universities tosisi hsgoa nlss
* ~co~s a sside variet\ of topics. v et is related to gaining a

better understanding of the geophysical processes that 0,.- Departmients
cur in the planetar% boundary laser i PBL). The linisersits
of Washington is cuLrre tll conductling an analysis of satel-
I te dens ed miicrok% a\e cs\ ater \apor measurements to dleter- Thbe Fai ilit. s R &D1 is perto)ried ss thin its threc depart.

inme air mass and frontal boundaries ox er the ocean. This mients. the technical icti t ics ot Ms,1 hi Mae su.minari/ed

anakssis "sIll pros ide an inte~rred correlation of'satellite in- belokk

ager\ ,k ith quantitatixe precipitation. Suppormis ssork b\ h ueia Id~n ~prrei eeos et

Louisiana State I nicrsit\ relates satellite imaeerx to iter- and imiplemients numerical computer models o) aitiiospheric

* ~red chances in the PBL b\ correlating! high rcsoliti iir aal\ sis andi prediction on scales, raminin troin the narinic

sonde measurements oxc rocean Ironts and edds s v. it h sat - pIntr boniAli r( i e itrcinpci~it

ellile photos thati are colocated in space and time. This, ,w rk regl-!)ional0,1 prhenomnci' Ic I . IVrIJ11ka1 c\ lones. 'sled-

deslcribes- chiances in the PBL structure ox er the ocean in areas traet n rCi~ cialc .t lbls ahrii
ol thermal disciintinuit mi ktiitl, ire Used rI~ i 11,1 the kII l arg 1,11aCIIuJIl I I AI C cOlItipLitcs I

at I-N ( K)(
Colorado State t nlix rsits is, dIOCunnine111 the deselop 1 i .aa \\rr Sp it Dpartmecnt Jc clops. K%

nienlt (its\ phoonis as, obsers cit bN satellIite otticr\ In x,' arious 1li Naa0 raei
ocean basins. This \kork skill Oexentualls forml the balis test 'od iiiipleiiieiuis 'mlitu)nd '.01 001II~ J 1. iti1 1

a %i oue in the Nas) Tactical Application Gjuide IN NIAG I tia 1de I~ sin J' , I I -\ k i hP ITT leetl 11t "id\

* ~series, The Nasal Postgraduate School pros ides a s ailabl ttoi! A \ kltE ikusiiin elct
*pool ot talent trout both Its, Iacult\ and t1hesis1 st~dents. 'sat- the cim Ti crii iut I T1 '. ! , u 'Id \kl \ie.ITT ' steiii

ellite studies, arctic stdeair-sea interactiotn. Fori kardl- i c 1,. S I he d 11111'1 Lna' W!1 1I 11k N I Its an lo a I, Ip t l t
ILookingv-Intrared-R.dar I FI.R i analscss. and Iiitrii~il cosi'!li).uIItku1k)iiye.1iea .isan

miodelting are JUst It tes (it the manr gcophr sical recr h .litis gut e 11hu. If e ik IeI~ OIp~ I ' 'I he IuII ilIeitI

nitiatises, being- pursue~d at NPS o n tinsk '1 m I'l 1ei 1 O IT h'1 1e'. hiu Cll J1V ill I' Ik" 'l
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guides on a regional scale: statistical techniques for weather Figure 3 'analysis/forecasting; and studies of tropical phenomena to .

support operational forecasting. Other responsibilities include Flow of environmental information d~ata process .. ,
the development of decison aids and solving problems uni- ' '

que to the tropical latitudes. Additionally, the department 1 .-
is responsible for the developm ent, testing and im plem enta- SAELIT AND..... ... ..... i

tion of techniques for remote field and central site process- ° j  _
Sing and display of environmental satellite data from imagers -- - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - - - -- - -

(IR, visible, microwave) and sounders. This sensed data can j. -- ' ?,
then be converted to geophysical parameters such as winds, -"°o SENOR ..... Ao CoLoLE"° TO III""'

-

sea surface temperatures, ice thickness and age atmospheric - .. . , ,ST-,I .1 ,..T. ,,o. I.' ' "
temperatures, and moisture.--- *° c,OF o ,, CLIMATLOGICA

Research Thrusts DAT ............
. .. ... ...

The broad scope of environmental prediction requires NUMOD '
a multi-dimensional approach toward addressing R&D issues oo, ..... t'
of relevance to the Navy. NEPRF's organizational strategy OBETV MEERLOIA ............ -
for resolving these challenges is similar to that used in the , ... , "

\ "p.

ancient problem of how to eat an elephant: one bite at a time. __fJ...
~~Th- goal of improved environmental prediction is partitioned - "

-. w

into various subcategories between the three departments NUMERICAL ,6 .... ER

such that the resident expertise within each department is el'- _P.. ... .. .. .. CT... ION__, .

ficiently and effectively brought to bear on a particular task. NWS .

bm.--,

Each task comprises an integral piece of the overall -big pic- ,ROD....... 31 ....... ,,
gu In sonei subcategories, there is overlap between depart- o_ _ _ __...... .._____-_mental responsiblitiesc This is not surprising since this rela-

tionship enhances the transitional progression of research
between subcategories towards a final goal sitIROeET process-.. I

A typical flow of environmental information fromn data . ..

collection to end product is shown in Figure 3. It begins with '"
the utilization of information from an array of environmen- !tal sensors, which is then converted from raw data into

geophysical data bases. These data bases are quality con- Recent Accomplishments
trolled, archived anti manipulated to provide a data base ta- . "
lored to specific needst One such use data bases is frr o

initialization of numerical weather prediction models such %.,.
as NOGAPS/NORAPS that forecast atmospheric /boundary A new program to predict visibility fromn satellite ra-
layer geophysical parameters. Another use is for producing diance data was developed. A data set. including surface r-_ -
statistically interpreted climatologies which may be used to aerosol, visibility and meteorological information. \%as -.,.
develop synoptic and mesoscale weather analysis and collected in the western Mediterranean to verify the '
forecasting rules. The climatologies may also be used to con- aerosol/v isibil ity program."-, .0
duct sensitivity analyses of environmental effects upon Another newlyI initiated research effort is directed at in-,,"
weapon or sensor systems. By bringing together iumerical vestigating the use of surface based remote sensing to probe""."
models. cliniatologies, forecasting rules, and sensitivity the marine atmospheric boundary layer (MABL). The data--
anal ses. tailored command and control (0 2 products and obtained will lead to a better understanding of the MABL, ,-
tactical decision aids (TDAs) can he derived for use by stra- as well as reveal possible applications of the sensors"[ f"
tegic and tactical planners. The next section will highlight themselves, which will lead to improved numerical modtels.""
some of NEPRF's recent work and how this work progresses TDAs. and instruments, A better understanding of the MABL "---
between the aforementioned subc-ategories towards their final will also result in improved predictions ofenviromental of- "
goals. fects on weapon s\ysterns. _
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Data Base Management and Archiving model. The NOGAPS 3.1 spectral forecast model was tested
with sophisticated diabatic processes including radiation.

Previous work in satellite data applications has concen- cumulus parameterization, and ground hydrology. Test runs
trated on the use of single sensors to retrieve environmental of NOGAPS 3.1 were conducted with higher resolution using
parameters. Research is now demonstrating that satellite data various data fields. This higher resolution achieves a signifi-
can be more fully exploited by combining data from two or cant improvement over the current NOGAPS and will pro-
more sensors to derive additional geophysical parameters vide the Navy with substantially better global analysis and
which cannot be derived from a single sensor. An example forecast products. NOGAPS (3. 1) is scheduled to become
of multisensor data manipulation is the use of multiple chan-
nels of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer operational at the FNOC early in FY88. replacing the ex-

isting operational system (NOGAPS 2.0) that has run since(AVHRR) to retrieve sea surface temperatures. This same 1981. NOGAPS 3.1 will also provide improved air-sea fluxes
concept of synergism is used in the analysis of atmospheric to drive ocean prediction models. The system is designed
fronts using SEASAT Scatterometer (SASS) and Scanning for eventual operation on the Large Scale Computers (LSC)
Multichannel Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) data in corn- being procured by both the Institute for Naval Oceanogra-
bination to specify frontal location. Still another example is phy (INO) and FNOC.
the computation of precipitation using microwave data from Another major accomplishment was achieved b sue-
the NIMBUS SMMR and optical data from the AVHRR. cessfully nesting a sophisticated higher order closure (HOC)

The Integrated Satellite Data Base (ISDB) will provide planetary boundary layer (PBL) model in the Navy Opera-

means of colocating data from multiple channels, multiple tional Regional Atmospheric Prediction System (NORAPS).
sensors, and multiple satellites. Within the ISDB. a common The development of the nested PBL model was in response
structure for storing the data will preserve the measurement to a request by FNOC to increase the emphasis on the PBL
characteristics of the individual sensors, and concurrently in the Navy's operational atmospheric prediction models. The
make the data available in a common format to the resear- higher order closure technology used will allow direct model
cher who is developing applications based on the concept prediction of PBL clouds, fog. and visibility. Since the model ,
of a "virtual" sensor. The structure of the ISDB is being also predicts the turbulent properties of the PBL, direct
designed with the realization that applications developed us- prediction of radar refractive index profiles is possible. as
ing the ISDB will eventually be transferred t- an operational well as the presence of surface-based and elevated radar I
environment, either at FNOC or at local and regional sites ducts. Several real data forecasts in the North Atlantic were
on the TESS(3). made which showed the HOC PBL model is able to ac-

A North Pacific tropical cyclone climatology update was curately predict PBL changes. In addition to the maritime
recently completed. This update includes all available data forecasts. several land area forecasts were run to assess the
between 1945 and 1984 and provides information regarding modes potential for predicting PBL conditions over land.
the major storm tracks, frequency of cyclone occurrence. Results so far are very promising and suggest that a next
as well as constancy and average speed of storm movement, generation NORAPS using the HOC PBL %ill gixe the NavN

,. The results are documented in a NEPRF technical report. substantially more information describing PBL conditions
The development of a new method to analyze meteor- than is possible with current models.

* " ological observations of wind and temperature. which is an'" iproemen ontheMultvarate ptium nterolaion A major accomplishment in regional modeling in 1986
improvement on the Multivariate Optimum Interpolation was the development of the Advanced Tropical Cyclone
(MVOI). was completed after a three-year development Model (ATCM) Development of the ATCM culminates a
effort. The new analysis system was transitioned to the 6.3 series of enhancements to NORAPS. Three methods of in-

Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System corporating tropical cyclone structure into the ATCM 'ere
(NOGAPS) for advanced development and operational im- devised. Limited testing of one of these methods yielded a
plementation. The MVOI provides a significant improvement 157 reduction in 48 and 72 hour forecast errors from thoseover the current operational system, specifically in its ability of the present operational model. A study by Brand and
to ingest new types of satellite data into atmospheric models. oh in oeat a 20l impro n int
Th eA,-nlssprdcsimrvdiita'odiino Blelloch in 1975 showed that a 20% improvement in the
) The new analysis produces improved initial conditions for ability to forecast tropical cyclone tracks would net several

numerical forecasting, thereby providing an important con- million dollars in savings to DOD per year One of the fac-
tribution to the goal of a skillful two-week forecast. tors contributing to large tropical c\clone forecast errors is

the interaction between multiple c.clones. a common occur-
rence in the western Pacific. The ATCM has been designed

Numerical Analysis and Weather to allow for multiple storms in the forecast grid. %% hich \kill
Prediction allow storm interactions to occui during the model forecast

No other tropical cyclone forecast model ir the world ha,
The next-generation Navy Operational Global A!- this capability. Another ATCM feature is the ;mpro\cd

mospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS 3. 1) has a ne'k simulation of moist processes. ielding more skilltul model-
analysis-data assimilation system that makes optimum use ing of typhoon structure and better storm track torecasts Bet ,0
of satellite data to define the initial conditions for the forecast ter methods of bogusing initial t~ phoon swe and strcngth % ere
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developed, making storm strength forecasts possible. Figure 4
Preliminary results of model performance on track forecasts
indicate significant improvement over current operational t - A NOAA -10 High Resolution Picture Transmission

(HRPT) nfrared (IR) Image from 25 March 1987 atphoon forecast models. Parallel operational testing of the 1750 GMT The island of Spitsbergen appears ' the
ATCM along with current operational models will be con- upper right portion of the image with Greenlat i n
ducted this summer. the upper left A wave-like phenomenu is revealed

A 3-D numerical simulation which reproduced the in the Fram Strait between Spitsbergen and
physical mechanisms responsible for a satellite-observed calm Greenland Easterly off-ice flow is revealed by cloudphyica mehansmsresonsblefora steliteobsrve c l i nes in the region southeast of Spitsbergen. "
zone in the middle of Monterey Bay, California was com- l thsb
pleted. Sensitivity testing isolated the conditions conducive
to this anomalous effect. A second set of high-resolution,
3-D experiments was used to explore cloud-top entrainment
instabilit,. It is believed that entrainment instabiiity is the
mechanism which controls the breakup of maritime stratus
into cumulus. This instability criterion is important because
it represents the parameterization which controls subgrid
stratus breakup in NOGAPS.

A correlation matrix program was developed for the ~
Atmospheric Forecast Verification System (AFVS) to
systematically display the forecast biases of NOGAPS. AFVS
considers the entire life cycle of individual midlatitude storms
and depicts the model biases of storm movement and growth
on a simple grid mesh.

The Navy Over-Water Local Atmospheric Prediction
System NOWLAPS is a one-dimensional, planetary boun- "
dar\ laxer model being designed for TESS(3). NOWLAPS
has been successfully implemented on the HP9845B desk top
computer. A manual method for defining the horizontal
advection tendency terms on board ship was designed using
a stationarN weather station ship to simulate an aircraft car-
her. Forecasts wkere made and compared to comparable ,
forecasts made by the Navy Operational Local Atmospheric
Prediction S stem (NOLAPS). which is the central-site ver-
sion of NOWLAPS.

NEPRF examined and documented an episode of ex-
plosive cxclogenesis using satellite imagery in conjunction_,'
with the Arctic Marginal Ice-Zone Experiment (MIZEX).
An evaluation wvas performed on a special series of numerical
forecasts of the explosive episode using NORAPS. This study
showAed NORAPS' capability of forecasting significant
cyclogenesis in the Arctic. NORAPS' forecasts of storm-force

- low level %kinds were verified against actual observations.
*" NOGAPS completelx missed both the location and intensity

2. of this cxclogenesis. forecasting winds of only 15 knots. This
documented stud, is the first in a series to be developed for
inclusion in the Arctic volume of the Navy Tactical Applica-
tions Guide (NTAG) series with conclusions summarized in
the forthcoming Arctic Forecaster's Handbook. An exam-
ple of this stud% is shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 5 Forecast and Analysis Aids
- %,a., iPe 'a Regional Atmospheric Prediction
S,,ste-'- ivORAPS) 48-hour forecast valid for 25 The Navy Tactical Applications Guide. Vol. 6. Part 1.
v2a' ' 1987 at '200 GMT The forecast verifies the "Tropical Weather Analysis and Forecast Applications" was
strong easterly fco,-, re~eaied by cloud lines In the completed as well as an initial draft ofa "'Forecaster's Hand-
satei/,te siata (,, the ,egion southeast of Spitsbergen. book for Japan and Adjacent Seas-.
The ',a,e oe.eoprnent in the Fram Strait is also sug-
gestec bi, tie viea, inverted trough shown near the Port studies were completed for Gaeta and Naples. haly.
oest coas of Sotsoe,,gen and Ashdod and Haifa. Israel. These studies are designed e

to provide ship captains with the necessary guidance to avoid

Spitsbergen severe weather and sea states at selected ports in the Medit-"%
terranean. An update to a Hurricane Havens port study for

troughing /south- Norfolk, Virginia. was also completed based on newa data

. r . easterly from the 1979 through 1985 hurricane seasons. 0

owCommand and Control/Tactical Decision
Greenland,

Aid Products
Command and Control (C2 ) oriented products for the

Naval Environmental Display Station (NEDS) continued to 0
gain increasing acceptance by Fleet users. The NEPRF-

Norway developed products were documented in a Fleet Numerical
Oceanography Center Instruction as a Support Products
Users Guide.

In conjunction with NPS, the first in a series of planned
experiments was conducted to collect data to validate the
newly upgraded Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) perform-
ance model. The successful test marked the first time an ef'- %,e

fort was made to collect FLIR data and concurrent ground
truth and target data.

A series of atmospheric propagation models (FASCOD.
Statistical Interpretation of LOWTRAN and EOSAEL) developed at the Air Force
Climatological Data Bases Geophysics Laboratory and the Atmospheric Sciences

Laboratory were acquired and installed on FNOC main-
Sotsvare %Aas developed to compute statistical structure and frames. These models form a nucleus of software for use
correlation functions of a satellite-derived, cloud motion wind in electro-optical transmission modeling and provide an ad-
field. This software objectivelh estimates the inherent ran- ditional basis for model validation in other efforts such as
dorm and instrumentation errors of satellite wind data with- SKYLITE high energy laser (HEL). FLIR and millimeter
out correlation with in-situ measurements. wave model comparison and validation. FASCOD was used

The Combined Confidence Rating System (CCRS). built to analyze Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) tracking S
specificallN to archive all official and objective aid forecasts errors for a system installed at the Naval Air Test Center
for the convenience of the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (NATC) last April. Soundings taken during experiments at
(JTWC) forecasters, was brought to operational status. All NATC provided the environmental data from which errors
tropical cyclone forecast data since 1978 were included in due to atmospheric effects and refractive conditions were
the CCRS data set. JTWC forecasters can no~a access CCRS deduced. Atmospheric transmission models have been used .--

data to perform routine post-storm error analysis on Zenith extensively to investigate HEL transmission. A molecular
120 micro-computers. An algorithm for the CCRS objec- absorption climatology for White Sands. NM was developed
tive consensus forecast was developed. The weight of each using one of the models. Molecular absorption estimates dur-
aid contributing to the consensus forecast is computed ing real time HEL tests waere also \erified.
according to the aid's past forecast accuracy. ..

A climatological study addressing environmental con-
ditions during HARPOON cruise missile flight tests con-
ducted at the Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC) vas com-
pleted and published as Weapons Environmental Sensitivity
Report No. 8. "Environmental Conditions During HAR-
POON Missile Flight Tests Conducted at Pacific Missile Test
Center."
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Platform and weapon system environmental sensitivities TESS(3)
were analyzed for TOMAHAWK and HARPOON cruise
missiles, and LAMPS helicopters. Additional TOMAHAWK The Tactical Environmental Support S stem (TESS(3)t
Land Attack Missile (TLAM) test data were incorporated is a high priority project under program sponsorship of the
into the temperature sensitivity study begun in 1985 by Oceanographer of the Navy (CNO OP-006). As Technical
Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC) personnel. This addi- Direction Agent for the TESS(3) project. NEPRF reports
tional data substantiates previous findings of an onboard to the TESS(3) Program Manager at SPAWARSYSCOM.
temperature bias in TLAM. This temperature bias may nega- NEPRF is responsible for assisting in the preparation of the
tively impact fuel usage and weapon system effectiveness. TESS(3) specifications and in monitoring the deliver\ of

A Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMPS) En- items from the contractors. Acquisition of the TESS(3) has
vironmental Support Packet and surveys were developed and been supported by the development of a Statement of Work.
distributed via the Commander. Naval Oceanography Corn- Type A Specification. and Source Selection Plan. NEPRF
mand (CNOC) to COMSEABASWINGSLANT and COM- is scheduled to receive and install the second Engineering
ASWINGPAC for further distribution to LAMPS MK I and Development Model (EDM) of the TESS(3) in late 1988. •
MK III squadrons. The response by the LAMPS community After the initial acceptance test and evaluation, the EDM will
showed a significant desire to improve environmental sup- be used for software development and testing. The TESS(3)
port for the diverse sensors and missions associated with this is a system which employs non-developmental items (NDI) "p

platlorm. This was summarized in a NEPRF Technical Re- such as proven data communications, processing. and display
port. "LAMPS Environmental Support Survey." technology in an integrated fashion to provide Navy tactical

A report entitled "Remote Sensing of the Atmosphere commanders ashore and afloat with secure, responsive, and
in the Vicinity of the Battle Group" was completed. The pur- endurable environmental support. Applications software pro-
pose of the study was to identify state-of-the-art remote sen- grams developed and provided by the Navy will process data
sing instruments and techniques that could be adapted for acquired from various sources to provide Battle Force/Group,
shipboard use to satisfy battlegroup environmental data re- Task Force, and ASW Operations Center (ASWOC) corin-
quirements for TESS(3). The following surface based remote manders with support which is tailored to their specific opera-
sensing instruments were reviewed: LIDAR. RADAR, tional requirements. The TESS(3) is planned for installation
SODAR, microwave radiometers. UHF/VHF profilers and on 44 ships and at 27 shore sites, and has an initial opera-
radiosondes. The advantages and disadvantages of each were tional capability (IOC of 1990.
determined and their applicability for afloat installation con- No current operational sensor or weapon svstel' is
sidered. The study concludes that a combination of lidar and totally immune to the effects of the environment. The conti- %
radar will provide the best overall coverage. This combina- nuing evolution of higher technology .weapon sensor systems
tion will allow improved planning and operations by pro- increases the dependence upon accurate, responsive
viding timel',. high resolution data describing en\ironmen- meteorological and oceanographic support. The TESS(3) is
tal parameters which affect battlegroup sensors and designed to significantl, improvc the abilitr of Navy Corn-
platforms. The recommendations developed under this ef- mand and Control System elements to acquire, process. and
fort will form the basis for further exploratory research into distribute tailored environmental support information so that
specific applications of systems such as the AN SPY - I it nav bc used as an eflectic force multiplier. Information
radar for meeting meteorological data requirements A, ithin is stored, ingested. processed and dissemi-
the battlegroup. nated b, the TESS(3) for atmospheric, occanographic.

Meteorological radar and possible applications in the weapons sensors, and mapping. charting and geodes\ data. S
Navy are further investigated in the recently completed re- The data can be retriex d from climatoh,:tcal data bases,
port "Meteorological Radar and Its Usage in the Navx "' In local sensors, satellite doxx nlinks, or re,. onal oceanography
the report. basic radar meteorology theor, and meteor- center data fields Other interfaces \A hich aid in the tlo\% of
ological information obtainable xia radar are presented The information include: radiotclet. pc. satellite conlinunication
report indicates that Doppler radar information can be derixed s\ stem I SATCOM . Shipboard Meteorological and
which is pertinent to fleet operations, such as precipitation. Oceanographic Obser\ ation S\sscni (SMO()SI. Closed- Cir-
wind. wind shifts, and turbulence. Possible applications and cuit Tele ision WC IN ). and \s rl0Us gCncric interface port. .".
implementations for operational purposes are presented. It
is concluded that meteorological information dcriCd from
Doppler radar can pro\ ide ,aluable input to lESSi 3) and ,
the Battle Force Information Manaven1ent S, stcms (BFIM ,,,%'
and Tactical Decision Aids (DA I '.

Various aspects ot sea clutter and its impact on xxeapotl
systems are also being exanined These include the integra-
tion of ocean "axe spectral miodels and sea clutter models
and the inclusion of breaking xxaxc criteria into the clutter
models.
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More than sixty software applications packages provide Conclusion
various types of information to the user. The simplest prod-
uct may be the display of environmental information such
as tropical storm warning areas. The next level of complex- NEPRF's leading role in atmospheric research cannot
itv may be environmental data merged with equipment be underestimated. It is the Navy's leading tacilit. for the
parameters such as the Search and Rescue program which research and development of environmental products thji
takes into account the winds, seas and type of downed air- provide invaluable support to operational naval forces both
craft or boat. The most complex software packages blend ashore and afloat. These efforts are concentrated in the areas
environmental conditions and platform parameters into a tac- of numerical modeling and weather prediction , \eathrer
tical decision aid such as the surf forecast model which forecast and analysis aids: and environmental effects upon
recommends optimum approach corridors for specific am- weapon and sensor systems.
phibious landing craft. Work was recently completed for ap- The future role of NEPRF is a constantl\ evol\ ing one
plication software programs for Aircraft Icing. Ship Ice Ac- which is directed toward expanding R&D efforts too.kard
cretion. Aircraft Ditch Heading. and Interactive Multi- more direct support of naval warfare areas such as strike \Aar- S
variable Environmental Analysis. fare. anti-air warfare, and anti-surface warfare. A new thrust

An important goal of TESS(3) is the prediction of fog in the basic research (6.1) area will center on remote sens-
at sea. Towards this end, NEPRF is developing the Ship- ing of the planetary boundary layer of the atmosphere. Lastl\.
board Obscuration Prediction System (SOPS). a multi-faceted as the TESS(3) contract award becomes imminent. NEPRF's
approach to forecasting obscurations, principally fog, at sea. role as Technical Direction Agent will acquire increased V-.
SOPS will include the Navy Over-Water Local Atmospheric significance. One of NEPRF's highest priorities will be to . 1
Prediction System (NOWLAPS). a l-D. shipboard forecast ensure that this revolutionary system provides the Nays \% ith -

model for forcasting winds and thermodynamic structure in a quantum improvement in environmental support technolog,
the planetary boundary layer. Another component of SOPS provided to operational forces. "0I
will be NEPRF's pioneering effort in artificial intelligence.
an expert system which mimics a weather forecaster's 0
analysis of the synoptic weather situation. These two com- Biography
ponents. along with unconditional climatology and perhaps
a Model Output Statistics (MOS) prediction from central- Lt. Tin Dowding is a 1978 graduate of the U .
site global and regional models. will be integrated to form Naval Academy . He is in the Restricted Line (Oceanog-
SOPS, an automated tool to aid the shipboard forecaster. An- raphy branch and is a Research Officer at NEPR.
other research effort in support of TESS(3) was the refine- rhl h is research ofier disersi.on i
ment of an overwater diffusion model to include both relative Currentl he is doingwesearc on aeosol dispron ,,
diffusion and meander. This diffusion model predicts the talso working on the TESS3 project

movement and dispersion of an aerosol cloud over the open
ocean and provides the basis of the Chemical Weapon Hazard
Forecast Program (CHEMFO). These environmental aids
were developed to be run on Navy Standard Desk Top Corn- V
puters and have transitioned into the Geophysics Fleet Mis-
sion Proeram Library (GFMPL) for operational distribution.
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Research Notes

Unusual Clouds of Ionized Gas NRL-Developed Device Vital to
Discovered in Space pulsed-power systems

Astronomers at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). A team of plasma physicists at the Naval Research
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University. and Laboratory (NRL report that a unique Plasma Erosion Open-
Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory recently discovered ing Switch (PEOSt has numerous application possibilities in
that the ionized gas in our galaxy contains unusual cloud- addition to its use for Sandia Laboratory's Particle Beam Fu-
like structures, as reported in the April 16 issue of Nature sion Accelerator (PBFA II).
magazine. This discovery has far-reaching implications con- The applications for the PEOS include nuclear A eapons
cerning the content of the Milky Way galaxy in which we effects simulation, production of intense electron or ion
live. beams. pumping of high-power lasers, and other areas re-

The measurements that resulted in the discovery of these quiring very fast risetime pulses of high-poAer electrical
ionized clouds were performed using an interferometer, a energy.
special radio telescope. located in Green Bank, W. Va. (The NRL's Dr. Gerald Cooperstein. one of the principal in-
magnification power of the instrument is equivalent to be- vestigators in the plasma erosion opening switch, and his staff
ing able to read a stop sign six miles away.) The in- report that the new device's capability to switch large elec-
terferometer is operated by the National Radio Astronomy trical currents very rapidly in an inductive energy storage
Observatory (NRAO) for the U. S. Naval Observatory and system, and thus multiply voltage and power. represents a
NRL. The NRAO. which operates four radio telescopes in significant advance in switching technology at high-power
the United States, is funded by the National Science Foun- and high-energy levels. It can conduct currents of several
dation (NSF. megamperes for 100's of nanoseconds while closed and then

The researchers report that the newly discovered clouds open in 10 nanoseconds and withstand voltages of several
are not like the typical clouds known to be in the galaxy. megavolts without shorting. In comparison, conventional
The Milky Way is generally believed to contain about 100 opening switches operate on much longer scales and with-
billion stars, which is roughly equal to the number of fine stand much lower voltages than the PEOS after opening.
grains of sand in a cubic yard, It is also known that the gal- Cooperstein states that although the present Awork at NRL
axy contains a considerably fewer number of hot (20.000 on the PEOS represents a very successful demonstration of
degrees Fahrenheit) and cold (-370 degrees Fahrenheit) fast switching and output power gains at terawati power levels
clouds of gaseous hydrogen and carbon monoxide ranging and has become a "kev element" in Sandia's fusion ac-
in size from 10 thousand to 20 million times the ',ize of our celerator. there is yet much more research to be done. Ad-
solar sxstem. The weight of these clouds ranges from two- ditional work is aimed at further understanding the complex
tenths to 10 thousand times the weight of the sun. plasma phsics involved in the operations of the PEOS so

The newhl discovered clouds appear to be more as to be able to increase the switch's conduction time. de-
numerous than stars and could be as small as the distance crease its opening time and increase voltage holdoff. This
between the earth and sun (93 million miles). The weight wkork could lead to a neA generation of high po\,er, more
of a single cloud is about that of an asteroid. which is negligi- compact and less expensive pulsed-power machines. thus L
bie compared with our sun's weight. The research team alloming mans more laboratories to stud, applications, in-
reports that it is the small size and weight of these clouds volving adanced pulsed poxker tcchnolog,..
that has made them almost impossible to detect until nok . ; (tp'rei. \RI

The primar, use of the interferometer has been a joint
program bet'.een the USNO and NRL to measure the post-
tion of fixed objects in the sky with respect to an earth-based
coordinate system. As part of that program. NRL astronomer
Dr. Ralph Fiedler has been analyzing the brightness of 36
distant galaxies that Aere examined once a day from 1979)
through 1985.

Dr. Fiedler reports that the ionized clouds could be a
result of a grow ing netwxork of material ejected in the cxplo-
sions of supernmassive stars know, n as supernovae In princi-
ple. each explosion could produce manN such small cloud".
Dr, Fiedler is planning other experiments using the in-
terferonicter and other radio telescopes. He hopes that the
experiments %, ill reveal more information about these
mysterious clouds and the role the\ pla. in our galax.,
,R Fiedler. .RI
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